MARSHAL & MONITOR PROGRAM

Laura Rodriguez-Mascorro
STANISLAUS STATE UNIVERSITY  Safety & Risk Management
Building Marshal & Monitor Program

Acacia Court (Stockton Center)

Marshal
  Michael Tablett

Monitor
  Christine Snyder
  Zona Zaragoza
Building Marshal & Monitor Program

Art

Marshal

John Kithcart

Monitor

Andrew Cain
Building Marshal & Monitor Program

Classroom Building (Bizzini Hall)

Marshal
- Susan Helm-Lauber
- First Floor
  - Kassidy Liles
  - Susan Jordon
- Second Floor
  - Anallely Andrade
  - Galdina Serrano
  - Nadine Kent

Monitor
- Monica Pope
Building Marshal & Monitor Program

Boiler Plant

- Marshal: VACANT
- Monitor: VACANT
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Bookstore

Marshal

Janelle Maiwald

Monitor

Melissa Jackson
Building Marshal & Monitor Program

Child Development Center

Marshal
- Kellie Gregorio

Monitor
- VACANT
Building Marshal & Monitor Program

Drama/Music

Marshal
- Soseh Geer

Monitor
- VACANT
Building Marshal & Monitor Program

Faculty Development Center

- Marshal
  - Emy Barsley

- Monitor
  - VACANT
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Field House & Gym

Marshal
Charlene Bargas

Monitor
Aaron Allaire
Melanie Johnson
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Building Marshal & Monitor Program

Innovative Center

Marshal
Becky Temple

Monitor
VACANT
Building Marshal & Monitor Program

Naraghi Hall of Science

Marshal
- VACANT
  - First Floor
- Christi Jantz
  - Second Floor

Monitor
- First Floor
  - Phil Rojas
  - John Wheeler
- Second Floor
  - Renee Brown
  - Carrie Sonke
- Third Floor
  - Kirstin Wolfe
  - Michele Gordon
Building Marshal & Monitor Program

Science 1

- Marshal
  - Melanie Myers
  - First Floor
    - VACANT
  - Second Floor
    - VACANT

- Monitor
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Student Recreation Center

Marshal
- Dan Houlden

Monitor
- Victoria Ramirez
- Victor Lucatero

Joshua Levesque
Building Marshal & Monitor Program

Student Support Services

- Marshal
  - Chicago Houdek
- Monitor
  - VACANT
Building Marshal & Monitor Program

University Student Union

Marshal
- Katie Rotan
  - First Floor
- Ammie Mundello
  - Second Floor

Monitor
- Victor Jimenez
- Lyzz Guzman
- Jennifer Teicheira
- Kathy Holloway

First Floor
Second Floor
Building Marshal & Monitor Program

Village Housing

- Marshal
  - Jean De Grassi
  - RA

- Monitor
  - Phase I
  - Phase II
  - Phase III
  - RA
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